2012 dodge journey

Available with two engines, two transmissions, front- or all-wheel drive, and with an available
third row of seating, we were impressed with its stylish interior design, hidden storage
compartments, and V-6 engine. The base engine of the Journey is a 2. The engine you'll want is
Chrysler's 3. The Journey's interior is full of upscale pieces that put most of its stablemates to
shame. The Journey allows seating for up to seven passengers. The Journey is also full of
hidden cubbies like one available under the front passenger seat and tech touches that buyers
are likely to appreciate in a midsize crossover. Bodystyle: SUV Engines: 2. The Journey AVP
cuts content a bit, offering cloth seats, inch steel wheels, and the underpowered for a crossover
2. There are a few minor content changes across the rest of the Journey lineup: SE models now
come standard with a roof rack and LED taillights; SXT models now come standard with a
unique front fascia, fog lights, and Sirius XM Satellite radio; Crew models now get inch wheels
and a fold-flat front passenger seat with in-seat storage. The Dodge Journey is a typical
inoffensively styled midsize crossover. The Dodge Journey's interior is intelligently packaged,
and very well may be one of the best interiors Dodge has to offer. The Journey's interior is
available with either two or three rows of seating. Both rows are capable of folding flat to offer
The Journey's second row offers a child-sized booster seat in the middle to allow parents easier
access to their toddler. The Journey is also notable for the prevalence of storage cubbies like
the two standard under-floor cubbies in front of the second row, and the optional flip-up storage
compartment under the front passenger's seat. Midsize crossovers like the Dodge Journey
aren't geared toward performance. That said, we've found Journey crossovers equipped with
the 3. In our testing, a Journey Crew with all-wheel drive accelerated from mph in 7. The other
engine option, a 2. As expected in a modern crossover, the Dodge Journey comes loaded with
safety features. All Journeys come standard including front driver and passenger airbags,
full-length side-curtain airbags, and front seat-mounted side airbags. All-wheel drive, and
Trailer-Sway Control are both available safety-related options on the Journey. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on
many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation.
See All Specs. Dodge Journey Expert Review motortrendauthor. Countless hidden storage
compartments Well thought-out interior design Comfortable ride. Gutless I-4 and its four-speed
auto. Easily overlooked but better than ever. All Model Years Though not quite a class leader,
the Dodge Journey has enough positive attributes to make it worthy of consideration. Once, the
Dodge Journey was only a good idea compromised by half-hearted execution. Slow, ponderous
and inefficient on the highway, it was further flawed by an interior that didn't fit the human form
and seemed poorly made besides. Usually it takes an entirely new model to turn around such a
wayward ship, but Dodge managed to bail out its midsize crossover with a bold makeover last
year. The result is a compact sport-utility that suddenly is worth considering as a family hauler.
Like the RAV4, the Journey offers a small third-row seat that is useful for occasionally taking on
a couple of extra kids. With or without the third row, however, the Journey strikes a right-sized
balance for shoppers looking for something to schlep the family around without stepping up to
costlier, thirstier and more cumbersome models like the Dodge Durango and Toyota Highlander.
While the base-model Journey's four-cylinder engine remains underpowered and not especially
fuel-efficient, the 3. Changes made to the steering and suspension last year also make the
Journey much better to drive. The most notable improvement to the Journey is within the cabin,
where higher-quality materials, a pleasing design and Chrysler's latest and very good
technology features are on display. Meanwhile, the wealth of good ideas still remains, including
clever hidden storage bins and available integrated child seats. Thanks to its well-rounded
nature, the Dodge Journey easily earns our approval. Of course, its competition remains tough
to beat. Both the Honda CR-V and Toyota RAV4 are fully redesigned this year, boasting higher
fuel economy and more refined driving dynamics than last year's versions. You might also want
to check out the Chevrolet Equinox and Subaru Forester. But overall the Journey is a smart pick
for a small crossover, particularly with the V6 engine. The Dodge Journey is available in fiveand seven-passenger configurations. A premium sound system and inch wheels are optional.
The Premium Group available on the SE is identical, but includes satellite radio as well. The
Popular Equipment Group includes all of the above plus remote ignition, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel and shifter, an outside temperature gauge, a compass, and on the SE, inch alloy
wheels. Also available is a larger infotainment touchscreen. These optional items come
standard on the Crew, which also gets automatic headlamps, inch wheels, chrome-like exterior
trim, dual-zone automatic climate control, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, a premium audio
system and Bluetooth stand-alone option on SE and SXT. Optional on the Crew are a sunroof, a
rear-seat entertainment system and leather upholstery that brings with it heated front seats.
Otherwise, it is equipped similarly to the Crew. Integrated second-row child booster seats are
also optional on every Journey, while a navigation system is available on all but the SE. The

Dodge Journey SE is powered by a 2. A four-speed automatic transmission and front-wheel
drive are standard. It gets a six-speed automatic and front-wheel drive standard, but all-wheel
drive is optional. At the track we recorded a 7. These are on par with the Chevy Equinox, but
worse than other V6-powered small crossovers. Every Dodge Journey comes standard with
antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, active front head restraints, front side
airbags, side curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag. Integrated second-row child booster
seats are optional on every Journey. In Edmunds brake testing, a Journey V6 FWD came to a
stop from 60 mph in feet, an average performance for its segment. In government crash tests,
the Journey received four out of five stars for overall crash protection, with four stars awarded
for frontal impact protection and five stars for overall side impact protection. In crash testing by
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, the Journey received the top score of "Good" in the
frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests. The four-cylinder engine found in the base
Dodge Journey SE just doesn't have enough power to get this heavy crossover moving. It also
doesn't provide the fuel economy to justify its dawdling pace. As such, we'd avoid it and step
up to the SXT and its 3. This engine is quickly spreading throughout the Chrysler lineup, and for
good reason: It offers smooth, robust power and decent fuel economy. Unfortunately, its
six-speed transmission can be slow to respond when a downshift or two is needed. On the
move, the Journey is competent for the class, with a smooth ride and secure handling. The
interior wasn't the only thing that was overhauled last year. Changes to the suspension and
steering gear completely transformed the driving experience. Handling feels much more
confident, and the steering is now much more precise and predictable, with a light but still
nicely weighted feel to it. So it's improved, although a Honda CR-V will likely feel more agile
around town, while the Chevy Equinox provides an even more comfortable and quiet ride on the
freeway. The materials are better in quality and texture, the design is clean and modern, and its
up-to-the-minute technology is pretty easy to use. We especially like the extra-large
touchscreen interface available on most models. Ongoing strengths for the Journey are its
clever storage bins and integrated child seats that make it decidedly family-friendly. Also
helping that cause is a versatile seating arrangement. While the sliding and reclining
second-row seat is now the norm for this size of crossover, its optional third-row seat is not.
Like the Toyota RAV4's, this seat is far from adult-friendly, but if you need to take a few extra
kids to a T-ball game, it should come in handy. In terms of storage space, the Journey offers a
total capacity of 68 cubic feet with all rear seats folded. For smaller items, the Journey does its
best Millennium Falcon impersonation with storage bins hidden under the second-row floor as
well as under the passenger seat. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Dodge Journey. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Journey lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Overmatched four-cylinder less utilitarian than competitors. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Besides
changes to its trim names and structure, the Dodge Journey is essentially unchanged. Read
more. Write a review See all 32 reviews. I bought this vehicle used with , miles on it and I have to
say that I didn't love it at first. I bought it because it was priced right and it was practical, but I
did like the interior a lot and it has since grown on me. I have owned my Journey for 1 year now
and I had to put some money into it -- mostly because of sticky calipers. Other than that I have
no major complaints. It has been a very comfortable ride and I like the quality of the interior
finishes much more than any of the Chevys, Hondas or Kias that I have driven. Handles very
well in snow and on icy roads. Read less. I drove it off the lot with miles on the odometer. At
miles the transmission began to shutter! I took it to the dealership and the computer was
flashed. This did NOT help. We have set up a case with Chrysler, but have been told that the
shuttering is a characteristic of the vehicle per Chryslers engineering dept. This is the stupidest
thing that I have ever heard. IF that was the case then WHY did it not show up until miles. I am
so unhappy and disappointed with Chrysler and this Journey. Chrysler has put all of their
dealerships in a very bad position. With Chrysler not acknowledging that there is an issue with

the 3. A different perspective. I am a mother with a child with a life threatening disease. I traded
in my Grand Caravan for a Journey and love it. I honestly hated the owning a minivan even with
ALL the options we had. The wheelchair fits wonderfully in the back with the 3rd row folded
down. The emegency medical supplies fit perfectly in the storage area in the back. I drive to our
local children's hospital times a week 40 miles one way and our mpg is averaging The interior is
beautiful. The details are great! I purchaced my Journey in April. I took it to one dealership and
they said that they "reset the computer chip because it was off" and that was suppose to fix the
problem. See all 32 reviews of the Used Dodge Journey. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
Sponsored cars related to the Journey. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Call x for additional details or to confirm
availability. Enjoy driving? Well now you will get more thrills behind the wheel thanks to the
heightened performance of AWD. Better handling. Better traction. Better driving experience.
Look no further, you have found exactly what you've been looking for. This Black Dodge is
clean and shiny exterior makes it look like it came straight from the factory. More information
about the Dodge Journey: Dodge continues to refine the Journey to make it even more
competitive in the crossover segment. The new American Value Package helps make the
Journey an even better value than before with a new lower starting price. Strengths of this
model include Updated handling, seating for up to seven, available all-wheel drive, powerful
new V6 engine. Recent Arrival! These are vehicles that fall outside of Greenway's Automotive
Groups' used car guidelines. They are generally higher mileage, older, lower-priced vehicles
that are perhaps "flawed" in some way. Some general guidelines for a wholesale vehicle: -They
will have to under go a basic safety inspection before being sold and may have so repairs
needed -They all come with a vehicle condition report and we encourage you to take a look at it.
There is - NO negotiation. At The Autobarn Mazda of Evanston we always aim to be open,
honest and transparent. We have a large selection of new Mazdas and pre-owned vehicles of
every make and model, and always over in-stock and ready for delivery. Our experienced and
enthusiastic Product Specialists are ready to show you why The Autobarn Group is so popular.
Please feel free to call us at or visit our website at Real-Time Active Market Pricing.
DealerRater's Dealer of the Year Award Program recognizes a select number of car dealerships
throughout the United States and Canada for outstanding customer satisfaction as expressed
through customers' online reviews. Our customers have spoken and were honored to be
considered one of the best dealerships in Maine to buy a new or used vehicle. Once you've
chosen your next car, our team of financing experts are trained to sort through various auto
loans in order to help you find the right one for your needs. We also work with all Credit Unions
in the local area. Right off route Spotless, inside and out! Don't crowd your passengers. Give
them the room they deserve with this extra roomy interior. All maintenance well documented!
Rely on this dependable vehicle to get you and yours wherever you want to go. Buy with
confidence! Come by today to see this one in person. Odometer is miles below market average!
Please be sure to verify with us. You can now buy your next vehicle all online! We have added
the WebBuy app to our website so you can select you new vehicle, get a trade-in value on your
vehicle, even arrange financing all from the safety of your own home. Do it at your own pace, be
in control and buy your new vehicle on your terms. Click the Buy Now button to get started. For
over 50 years, Tom Ahl has been committed to earning your business, trust and friendship by
providing you with the greatest value in a vehicle for the lowest cost to you. We offer full
disclosure with every vehicle by providing a complimentary Autocheck vehicle history report
and a copy of repairs made following our extensive 72 point inspection. For a "deal so good it'll
knock your socks off", visit Tom Ahl's today! Autocheck states: No accidents on record!!!
Remote start!!! Power windows!!! Power locks!!! Power driver seat!!! Cruise control!!!
Touchscreen radio!!! Call Tricia today for a test drive or text me at All of our pre-owned vehicles
go through a rigorous inspection process. We completed the following: multi-point inspection,
safety inspection, lube oil filter service, replaced trans cooler line, mount and balanced four
brand new tires, and a detail. At Findlay Hyundai we know your time and money is valuable.
That is why we offer all our preowned vehicles at a "No Hassle" selling price. We use the most
up to date software technology to compare our vehicles against the current market to give you a
better than fair price. Our Sales team is NON-Commissioned based, so their focus is to help you
find the car that best fits your needs and desires. Our price online is the same as it will be in
store. NO hidden fees or games. You can pay cash, finance with us, or finance on your own.
Either way, the price is the same. NO price hike for not financing with us. We can finance
through your preferred bank or credit union directly from the dealership saving you an extra
trip; or allow us to finance through a lender that might have a lower APR then what your lender
is offering. For more information about this vehicle or to schedule a test drive, please contact

our Product Specialist Team at or stop by at Sunland Dr. Come in today and let us earn your
business. We make car buying easy and simple. Our entire team is committed to helping you
buy a car the way we would want to buy a car! We utilize state-of-the-art technology to
constantly monitor pricing trends in order to offer our customers the best competitive pricing
and value. We do not mark them up to mark them Down! Call to schedule a test drive or answer
any questions. This all wheel drive Dodge Journey Crew features an impressive 3. This Dodge
Journey comes Factory equipped with an impressive 3. Internet prices are available to
everyone. The Suntrup Automotive Group is active in its communities and believes in giving
back. Today Suntrup Automotive Group has nine brands, eleven locations, thousands of cars
and is every bit committed to providing excellent customer service in every aspect of the
business. There's never been a better time to drop on by at our dealership here in So Lindbergh
Blvd St Louis, Missouri, proudly serving drivers from Ballwin, Affton and Kirkwood. We're very
much looking forward to it. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
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Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price.
Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Cylinders 6 cylinders 2, 4 cylinders 1, Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price
Drop. Check Availability. No accidents. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. I bought this vehicle used with , miles on it and I have to say that I didn't love
it at first. I bought it because it was priced right and it was practical, but I did like the interior a
lot and it has since grown on me. I have owned my Journey for 1 year now and I had to put
some money into it -- mostly because of sticky calipers. Other than that I have no major
complaints. It has been a very comfortable ride and I like the quality of the interior finishes
much more than any of the Chevys, Hondas or Kias that I have driven. Handles very well in
snow and on icy roads. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

